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I. INTRODUCTION

1. This Complaint is filed pursuant to Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as

amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337 ("Section 337"), by Complainants Electric Mirror, LLC (“Electric

Mirror”) and Kelvin 42 LLC (“Kelvin”) (collectively, “Complainants”) to remedy the unlawful

importation into the United States, sale for importation into the United States, and/or sale within

the United States after importation of certain lighted mirrors and components thereof (“Accused

Products”) that infringe one or more valid and enforceable claims of Complainants’ United

States Patents No. 7,853,414 (“the ‘4l4 patent”); No. 7,805,260 (“the ‘Z60 patent”); No.

7,559,668 (“the ‘668 patent”); and U.S. Design Patents No. D704,938 (“the ‘D938 patent”) and

No. D579,67l (“the ‘D671 patent”) (collectively, “the Asserted Patents”).

2. Complainants respectfully request that the U.S. Intemational Trade Commission

("Commission") institute an investigation relating to the unlawful importation into the United

States, the sale for importation, and/or the sale or lease within the United States after

importation, of certain mirrors with internal illumination and components thereof (the "Accused

Products") that use the inventions claimed in one or more of Complainants’ valid patents. Such

unlawful acts were and are being perpetrated by and/or on behalf of the following proposed

Respondents: Aptations, Inc. (“Aptations”); Foundation Art Services, Inc. (“Foundation”);

Lumidesign Inc. (“Lumidesign”); Majestic Mirrors & Frame, LLC (“Majestic”); and Project

Light Inc. (“Project Light”) (collectively referred to hereafier as “Respondents”).

3. The Accused Products that are the subject of the requested investigation are

mirrors with internal illumination, also referred to as lighted mirrors, and components thereof.

Lighted mirrors are increasingly being selected as vanity and bathroom mirrors in hotels, offices



and residences. They provide an aesthetically attractive mirror in combination with lighting for

the objects (e.g., persons) being viewed in the mirror or for the room containing the mirror or

both. The Accused Products may include other features, for example to listen to and/or view

electronic media.

4. Respondents are violating Section 337 through the unlawful importation, sale for

importation into the United States, and/or sale within the United States after importation, of

Accused Products that infringe one or more of Complainants’ utility patents and design patents.

Each of the Respondents sells in the United States, or promotes and encourages the sale in the

United States, of Accused Products that are imported into the United States, whether in whole or

in component parts. Evidence obtained to date shows that Respondents undertake manufacture

of the Accused Products outside the United States, either themselves or through other

manufacturing entities.

5. Through the importation and/or the manufacture (including directing the

manufacture), use or sale and/or offering for sale within the United States after importation of the

Accused Products, the Respondents infringe one or more of Complainants’ U.S. patents, namely:

”PZite1itNilnib§i” '|' t?‘ ti Y '*’“ ‘if flTit1e”j‘ ‘?' T '1’ ff“ I “‘EirhibitNuinI§ier’I,

7,853,414 1Mounting Structure For A Mirror Assembl 1

'~<

7,805,260 Mirror Assembly 2
7,559,668 Floating Mirror

U)

D704,938

-Jk

I Lighted Mirror
D579,67l

U1

| Mirror

6. As detailed in Section V, the following claims of the Asserted Patents are

variously infringed by the Respondents and will be at issue in this investigation (independent

claims are indicated by underlining):

0 U.S. Patent No. 7,853,414: 1, 2-6, 8-10, Q and 12-18
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0 U.S. Patent No. 7,805,260: 1, 2-5, 7, 8, 9-12 and 14-17

~ U.S. Patent No. 7,559,668: 1, 2-6, 8, Q and 15-16

The claim in each of the design patents —U.S. Design Patent No. D704,938 and U.S. Design

Patent No. D579,671 —is also asserted due to its infringement by various Respondents.

7. The ‘4l4, ‘260, ‘D938 and ‘D671 patents are assigned to and owned by Electric

Mirror. The ‘668 patent is assigned to and owned by Kelvin, and licensed to Electric Mirror.

Neither Complainant has authorized the Respondents, by license or otherwise, to practice any of

the inventions that are the subject of the Assorted Patents.

8. Electric Mirror designs and manufactures its lighted mirror products at a modem,

well-equipped plant in Everett, Washington. More than 300 employees Workat Electric Mirror’s

plant, which comprises a building of approximately 125,000 square feet. As detailed in Section

IX and the accompanying declarations, Electric Mirror makes significant domestic investments

in plant and equipment and in labor and capital relating to lighted mirror products covered by the

Asserted Patents, and substantial domestic investments in engineering, research and development

relating to the Asserted Patents. Consequently, there should be no doubt that an industry exists

in the United States within the meaning of 19 U.S.C. §§ l337(a)(2) and 1337(a)(3)(A) through

(C)

9. To remedy Respondents’ violations of Section 337, Complainants seek relief in

the form of a permanent limited exclusion order against further importation into the United States

of all Accused Products, whether made by, for or on behalf of Respondents. Complainants also

seek cease and desist orders that prohibit Respondents, their subsidiaries, all related companies

and agents from, among other things, engaging in the importation, marketing, advertising,

distribution, offering for sale, sale after importation, use after importation, licensing, and/or other
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transfer within the United States after importation, of all Accused Products. Complainants also

request that the Commission impose a bond upon Respondents‘ importation of infringing products

during the 60-day Presidential review period to prevent further injury to the domestic industry

relating to the Asserted Patents.

II. THE PARTIES

A. The Complainants

l0. Electric Mirror, LLC is a corporation incorporated in the state of Washington,

having a principal place of business at 6 l Ol Associated Boulevard, Everett, Washington. Electric

Mirror was formed in 1998 (Exhibit 6 ~ Certificates of Formation and Existence) as the result of

efforts by its CEO and President, Mr. James V. Mischel, Jr. An extensive website, including

company and product information, is maintained by Electric Mirror at wWw.electricmirror.corn.

l 1. Beginning in 1997, Mr. Mischel —a patent attomey, who had been embarking on

a career practicing law ~ envisioned improvements that could be made in the design and

manufacture of mirrors. Much of this Work~ aided by input from his parents, siblings and other

family members —focused on developing a non-fogging bathroom mirror. It was also recognized

that, by integrating a source of light within a mirror fixture, the product’s aesthetics could be

improved and bathroom space could be saved. Various frosted portions could be incorporated

Withinthe mirror, itself, to aid illumination Whileenhancing the mirror’s appearance. Ultimately,

these ideas, together with contributions that have been made over the following years, resulted in

a product that has been embraced by numerous customers ranging from brand name hotels to

hospitals to homes.

l2. Mr. Mischel and his family first manufactured lighted mirrors in the garage of

their parents’ home in Lynnwood, Washington. It was truly a family affair: Mr. Mischel, together

with his parents and his siblings, handled everything from assembly to shipping. The product
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became a commercial success and their work grew beyond the garage to the house, and then to a

series of manufacturing sites. From these humble beginnings, Electric Mirror has become a

highly regarded, nationally recognized employer with products enjoying worldwide sales. It has

received awards from local and regional groups, as well as from the White House, in recognition

of the contributions it has made as an employer and as a domestic manufacturer; see Section IX.B

for more information on the domestic industry.

13. As part of its on-going work since inception, Electric Mirror created a robust

portfolio of patents that cover various features of lighted mirrors, ranging from utility patents on

structural and operational aspects of the products to design patents on their aesthetic aspects.

Electric Mirror continues to supplement that portfolio, which has grown to over forty U.S.

patents, as additional inventions and other improvements are conceived.

l4. Kelvin 42 LLC was established in 2015 as a legal entity registered under the laws

of the State of Delaware, with an address in Pensacola, FL. (Exhibit 7 ~ Certificate of Good

Standing for Kelvin). The ‘668 patent is owned by Kelvin and licensed to Electric l\/lirror.

B. The ‘Proposed Respondents

l5. Respondent Aptations, Inc. (“Aptations”) is a corporation of the State of

California with a place of business at 6368 Clark Avenue, Dublin, CA 94568; see Exh. 8 —

Statement of Infonuation from Califomia. Aptations has imported into the United States, sold

for importation into the United States and/or sold within the United States after importation,

mirrors with internal illumination and/or components thereof, made in China, that infringe one

or more of the Asserted Patents. The lighted mirror products and components that are imported

into and/or sold in the United States by or for Aptations infringe the ‘4l4 and ‘D938 patents.

16. Respondent Foundation Art Services, Inc. (“Foundation”) is a corporation of the
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State of Florida with a place of business at 3400 SW l0‘hStreet, Deerfield Beach, FL 33442; see

Exh. 9 —Filing of Articles of Incorporation in Florida. Foundation has imported into the United

States, sold for importation into the United States and/or sold Within the United States after

importation, mirrors with intemal illumination and/or components thereof, made in China, that

infringe one or more of the Asseited Patents. The lighted mirror products and components that

are imported into and/or sold in the United States by or for Foundation infringe the ‘4l4, ‘D671

and ‘D938 patents.

17. Respondent Lumidesign Inc. (“Lumidesign”) is atlegal entity of Canada with a

place of business at 55 West Beaver Creek Road, Unit 34, Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1K5,

Canada. Lumidesign has imported into the United States, sold for importation into the United

States and/or sold within the United States after importation, mirrors with intemal illumination

and/or components thereof, made in Canada, that infringe one or more of the Asserted Patents.

The lighted mirror products and components that are imported into and/or sold in the United

States by or for Lumidesign infringe the ‘4l4, ‘D671 and ‘D938 patents. Two of Lumidesign’s

employees formerly worked for Electric Mirror as engineers.

18. Respondent Majestic Mirrors & Frame, LLC (“Majestic”) is a limited liability

company of the State of Florida with a place of business at 7425 NW 79*“Street, Miami, FL

33166; see Exh. l0 —Articles of Organization filed in Florida. Majestic has imported into the

United States, sold for importation into the United States and/or sold within the United States

after importation, mirrors with internal illumination and/or components thereof, made in China,

that infringe one or more of the Asserted Patents. The lighted mirror products and components

that are imported into and/or sold in the United States by or for Majestic infringe the ‘4l4, ‘260,

‘668, ‘D671 and ‘D938 patents.
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19. Respondent Project Light, LLC (“Project Light”) is a limited liability company of

the State of Ohio with a place of business at 4976 Hudson Drive, Stow, Ohio 44224; see Exh. ll

—-Registration of Limited Liability Company in Ohio. Project Light has imported into the United

States, sold for importation into the United States and/or sold within the United States after

importation, mirrors with internal illumination and/or components thereof, made in China, that

infringe one or more of the Asserted Patents. The lighted mirror products and components that

are imported into and/or sold in the United States by or for Project Light infringe the ‘4l4, ‘260

and ‘D938 patents.

20. As detailed in Section V, below, infringement of the Assorted Patents by and/or

on behalf of each Respondent is occurring in the manner summarized by the following:

‘414 Patent ‘260 Patent ‘668 Patent ‘D938 Patent ‘D671 Patent

_L3i_
444

if
i4

44444

Aptations V
Foundatio \/ \l

Lumidesi \/

Majestic *1

Project Light

III. THE PRODUCTS AT ISSUE

A. The Domestic Industry’s Products

1. The Products and Features

21. The products that are the subject of this case are mirrors, often placed in

bathrooms, that have internal illumination as an integral part of the overall product. Electric

Mirror presently sells more than twenty different models of lighted mirror products; see Exh. 12

— Catalogue from Electric Mirror’s website, http://www.electricmirror.com/product

category/lighted-mirrors. As set forth in the Domestic Industry portion of this Complaint, Section

IX, this case focuses priman'ly on several of these models, i.e., the Efinity, Integrity, Momentum,
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Novo, Novo-4, Nuria, Silhouette and Trinity products. '

22. One benefit from integrating lighting with the reflective portion of the mirror is to

save space and expense, as compared to providing additional lighting fixtures separate from the

reflective portion. Other features can be included in the lighted mirror products; for example,

fifteen models of lighted mirror products sold by Electric Mirror include viewable electronic

media —televisions —that can be watched through the mirror surface. When turned on, the

television screen can easily be watched yet, when tumed off the surface of the screen is no longer

visible and does not impede using the mirror for reflection purposes; see Exh. 13 —Page from

Electric Mirror’s website, http2//Wwwelectncmirror.com/product-category/lighted-mirror-tvs.

The presence of other features, such as dimmable lighting or components for listening to and/or

viewing media, does not preclude the Accused Products from practicing the claims of the

Asserted Patents.

23. The mirrors made and sold by Electric Mirror offer a variety of aesthetic

appearances to satisfy the interests and needs of each customer. Aside from aesthetics, the lighted

mirror products have various functional features, e.g., a chassis that can be mounted to a wall and

on which a mirror platform can be hung. That arrangement provides a thinner or slimmer profile

to the overall mirror product so it does not protrude far from the wall. Other functional features

pertain to the way the intemal illumination and related electronics (e.g., ballast for the lights) are

disposed within the lighted mirror product. These and other features are detailed in Sections IV

and Di, below, in describing the Asserted Patents and the applicability of their claims.

" 2. The Marketplace for the Products

24. Although Electric Mirror’s website (see, e.g., Exhs. 12-13) depicts a myriad of

lighted mirror products that can be purchased from Electric Mirror, those products are just
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exemplars of the full range of lighted mirror products available for purchase. Customers —who

historically have predominately been hotels and hospitals, but increasingly now include

companies, higher-end homes, apartments and other residences —tend to order products that must

be custom-fitted to their available rooms and space. Consequently, much of the manufacturing

work done by Electric Mirror involves customizing products for each purchaser. Such

customization often involves modifying the physical size of the product. Changes frequently are

also made to the product’s design features, such as adding customized frosting or etching on the

mirror glass surface. Electric Mirror’s employees and production lines in Everett, Washington

accommodate these changes to build lighted mirrors that satisfy their customers’ various needs.

25. Prior to obtaining a customer’s purchase order, it is typical for a mock-up of the

intended location to be prepared in a warehouse or other open space, so that the customer can get

a sense of the fit and appearance of the lighted mirror product. By constructing a model room,

the fit and placement of the lighted mirror can best be determined, along with plans for other

products to be placed in the room as part of an overall design or re-decorating project for the

customer. At its Everett, Washington facility, Electric Mirror also makes lighted mirror product

samples per the intended customer’s needs and desires for use in model rooms.

26. Creation and fitment of the model room is typically done by the customer, such as

the company owning the hotel where the lighted mirror products are to be installed after purchase.

The product selection process may also involve a designer or design team, either an in-house

component of the customer or an outside, third-party entity. Ultimately, acquisition of products

having the selected specifications is typically done by a purchasing firm, which may be an in

house entity (in the case of large hotel customers) or an outside finn. The specific process often

depends on the customer’s size, staff and/or the nature of its design and/or purchasing method;
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e.g., large hotel customers, such as Marriott, will typically use a design team already familiar to

them, who determines the products to be installed in a Marriott-owned property. In any event,

the designers play a pivotal role in deciding what lighted mirror product will be purchased, and

the purchasing finn (whether intemal or external to the customer) plays a pivotal role in deciding

from which company to buy the lighted mirror having the chosen specifications.

B. The Proposed Respondents’ Products

27. The named Respondents provide mirrors With internal illumination to the U.S.

market in competition to Electric Mirror. The Respondents source their products from a variety

of foreign manufacturers —specifically, manufacturers in China (except Lumidesign, Whose

products are made in Canada).

28. The named Respondents engage in sales efforts in substantially the same markets,

and aimed at substantially the same customers, as those served by Electric Mirror. The sales

process described in Section III.A, above, is generally the same with respect to the Respondents,

namely, frequently involving designers or design teams,‘whether in-house or outside, that work

in concert with the target customer to customize the lighted mirror product for the specific space

being designed. The market is highly competitive: meeting product specifications —whether

physical dimensions, the light delivered, the timing and quantity of delivery, etc. —is important,

and pricing is critical. At times, designers work with Electric Mirror to develop preferred

specifications for the lighted mirror product they wish to purchase, then shop those specifications

among the Respondents to have the lighted mirror product made at a lower price than what

Electric Mirror quoted.

29. This price sensitivity is also a factor that leads the Respondents to turn to foreign

manufacturers - often independent factories in China —to obtain at low cost the lighted mirror
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products that have been specified. Further, on information and belief, the Respondents will shop

a given project among several foreign manufacturers to find lower product costs; consequently,

the Respondents do not regularly and consistently use the same foreign manufacturer for all their

needs. During the investigation, discovery will be sought of the Respondents regarding these

issues, among others.

30. On information and belief, lighted mirror products sold by the Respondents are

shipped in a similar manner to Electric Mirror’s products, namely, separated into component parts

that are shipped via separate (or, depending on quantity, commingled) containers. Also on

information and belief, Respondents - or foreign manufacturers working for/with them —are

shipping and/or having shipped into the U.S. components, such as repair or replacement parts,

for use with their lighted mirror products. Discovery will be sought on these issues, as well.

3 1. Further information concerning each of the Respondents and the products it offers

is maintained on their respective websites, and relevant pages from those sites have been included

as exhibits with this Complaint. Those exhibits are as follows:

Respondent Description of Exhibit Exh. N0..

Aptations Company information and products, located at 14
http://www.aptations.corn

Foundation Backlit mirror products, located at 15
http://www.foundationhospitalitv.com

Lumidesign Company infonnation, products and installations, 16
' located at http://vvww.lumidesi@.ca
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Majestic Company information and products, located at 17
http://n1ajesticmin"or.com

Project Light Company information and products, located at 18
http://projectlightinccom

32. The lighted mirror products imported by/or for Aptations are depicted in Exh. 14.

Referring to the list of products found at pages 6-7 of that Exhibit, the Accused Products of

Aptations are understood to include at least the “Sergena” product line (i.e., all models that are

shown on these pages) and components thereof.

33. The lighted mirror products imported by/or for Foundation are depicted in Exh.

15. Regarding the list of products comprising that Exhibit, the Accused Products of Foundation

are understood to include at least the “Backlit Mirrors” product line (i.e., all models that are

shown on these pages) and components thereof. Q

34. The lighted mirror products imported by/or for Lumidesign are depicted in Exh.

16. Referring to the list of products found at page 4 of that Exhibit, the Accused Products of

Lumidesign are understood to include at least the “Backlit l\/lirrors”product line (i.e., all models

that are shown on that page) and components thereof.

35. The lighted mirror products imported by/or for Majestic are depicted in Exh. 17.

Referring to the list of products found at pages 2-7 of that Exhibit, the Accused Products of

Majestic are understood to include at least the “Backlit Mirrors” product line (i.e., all models that

are shown on those pages) and components thereof.

36. The lighted mirror products imported by/or for Project Light are depicted in Exh.

18. Referring to the list of products found at page 3 of that Exhibit, the Accused Products of
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Project Light are understood to include at least the “Lighted Mirrors” product line (i.e., all models

that are shown on that page) and components thereof.

37. The information set forth in Paragraphs 31-36 is provided to better define

“Accused Products” for purposes of the requested investigation under Section 337. It is based on

the best information currently available and does not constitute a waiver, release or other

limitation on possible discovery and/or remedy which may involve additional relevant products,

including products bearing model names and/or designations different from those used herein.

Further, in view of the nature of the lighted mirror marketplace —namely, one that involves

modification and/or customization of products to meet needs of customers, individually - the

term “Accused Products” may encompass lighted mirrors and components that have different

model names, or even no model designation at all, in contrast to the named models described in

the preceding paragraphs.

IV. THE PATENTS AT ISSUE AND NON-TECHNICAL DESCRIPTIONS

A. The ‘414 Patent

38. United States Patent No. 7,853,414 is entitled “Mounting Structure For A Mirror

Assembly” and issued on December 14, 2010. The ‘414 patent expires on November 24, 2026,

based on U.S. Patent Application No. 11/563,119 filed November 24, 2006, and continuation-in

part U.S. Patent Application No. 12/047,243 filed March 12, 2008. Priority is claimed to U-.S.

Provisional Applications No. 60/739,156 and No. 60/739,399, both filed November 23, 2005,

No. 60/794,209 filed April 21, 2006, and No. 60/045,529 filed April 16, 2008. See Exh. 1.

39. Electric Mirror owns, by assignment, all right, title and interest in and to the ‘414

patent. The inventors of the ‘414 patent —James V. Mischel, Jr. and Patrick Erickson - assigned

their rights in the ‘414 patent to Electric Mirror. A certified copy of the assignment is provided

as Appendix D.
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40. A certified copy of the ‘414 patent has been submitted as Appendix A. A certified

copy of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office file history for the ‘414 patent (including the parent

applications and provisionals) is submitted with this Complaint as Appendix B. A copy of each

technical reference mentioned in the file history is submitted with this Complaint as Appendix C.

41. There are no licenses of the ‘414 patent.

42. There arc no foreign counterparts to the ‘414 patent; specifically, no foreign

patents issued or foreign patent applications pending, filed, abandoned, withdrawn or rejected

corresponding to the ‘414 patent.

43. The ‘414 patent, as a general description and Without limitation, describes a

lighted mirror product that comprises a mirror platform having a reflective mirror surface, and a

chassis having at least one electrical component (such as ballast for the fluorescent light fixture).

The ‘414 patent is further directed to features that permit the mirror platform to engage with and

hang from the chassis; for example, the chassis may have a metal tab or protuberance that engages

in a corresponding slot provided on the back of the mirror platform. In summary, the ‘414 patent

concerns an internal hanger that serves to fix the mirror platform to the chassis.

B. The ‘260 Patent

44. United States Patent No. 7,805,260 is entitled “Mirror Assembly” and issued on

September 28, 2010. The ‘260 patent expires on November 24, 2026, based on U.S. Patent

Application No. ll/563,119 filed November 24, 2006, and continuation-in-part U.S. Patent

Application No. 12/047,243 filed March l2, 2008. Priority is claimed to U.S. Provisional

Applications No. 60/739,156 and No. 60/739,399, both filed November 23, 2005, and No.

60/794,209 filed April 21, 2006. See Exh. 2.

45. Electric Mirror owns, by assignment, all right, title and interest in and to the ‘260

patent. The inventors of the ‘260 patent 4 James V. Mischel, Jr. and James V. Mischel, Sr. ~
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assigned their rights in the ‘260 patent to Electric Mirror. A certified copy of the assignment is

provided as Appendix H.

46. A certified copy of the ‘26Opatent has been submitted as Appendix E. A certified

copy of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office file history for the ‘Z60patent is submitted with

this Complaint as Appendix F. A copy of each technical reference mentioned in the file history

is submitted with this Complaint as Appendix G.

47. There are no licenses of the ‘260 patent.

48. There are no foreign counterparts to the ‘26O patent; specifically, no foreign

patents issued or foreign patent applications pending, filed, abandoned, withdrawn or rejected

corresponding to the ‘260 patent.

49¢ The ‘26O patent, as a general description and Without limitation, describes a

lighted mirror product that comprises a mirror platfonn, having a reflective mirror surface, and a

chassis, having at least one electrical component (such as, but not limited to, ballast for a light

source). The ‘260 patent is directed to features in the chassis so a connection can be provided

between a power supply (e.g., wall socket) and the light source. Specifically, the chassis has one

or more recesses and passageways such that wires connecting the light source with the power

supply do not require the lighted mirror to have significant thickness or depth. A chassis built

according to the ‘260 patent has numerous benefits, including (among others) the ability to use a

plug-in power source (i.e., an electrical outlet) rather requiring a hardwired connection and the

ability to place the chassis on the wall without having to strictly align the chassis with an electric

socket, etc. In summary, the ‘Z60patent concerns a modular chassis for a lighted mirror product.

C. The ‘668 Patent 

50. United States Patent No. 7,599,668 is entitled “Floating Mirror” and issued on

July l4, 2009. The ‘668 patent expires on August 8, 2025, based on U.S. Patent Application No.
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11/197,871 filed July 14, 2009. See Exh. 3.

51. Complainant Kelvin owns, by assignment, all right, title and interest in and to the

‘668 patent. Specifically, the inventor of the ‘668 patent —Truman Aubrey —assigned his rights

in the ‘668 patent to Kelvin, which is one of the complainants in this case. A certified copy of

the assignment is attached as Appendix L. A

52. A certified copy of the ‘668 patent has been submitted as Appendix I. A certified

copy of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office file history for the ‘668 patent is submitted with

this Complaint as Appendix J. A copy of each technical reference mentioned in the file history

is submitted with this Complaint as Appendix K.

53. The ‘668 patent has been licensed to Electric Mirror; see Exh. 19 —Kelvin license

to Electric Mirror. There are no other known licenses of the ‘668 patent.

54. There are no foreign counterparts to the ‘668 patent; specifically, no foreign

patents issued or foreign patent applications pending, filed, abandoned, Withdrawn or rejected

corresponding to the ‘668 patent.

55. The ‘668 patent, as a general description and without limitation, describes a

lighted mirror product that has lights disposed around the perimeter of a chassis located behind

the mirror surface. The ‘668 patent is further directed to features that permit the lights to cross

proximate the corners of the lighted mirror, thereby minimizing any dark regions that otherwise

would result if the lights were not crossed in this manner. The ‘668 patent also calls for

translucent regions proximate the outer perimeter of the mirror so light can pass through these

regions. In summary, the ‘668 patent concems a lighted mirror product having crossed lamps.
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D. The ‘D938 Patent

56. United States Design Patent No. D704,938 is entitled “Lighted Mirror” and issued

on May 20, 2014. While the ‘D938 patent would normally expire on May 20, 2028, its expiration

is reduced by 3 years and 29 days due to a terminal disclaimer (i.e., calculated as the time between

(a) abandonment of the application for patent on July 1, 2010, and (b) the filing of a grantable

petition for revival of the application on July 30, 2013). The ‘D938 patent is based on U.S. Patent

Application No. 29/258,436 filed April 22, 2006. See Exh. 4. .

57. Electric Mirror owns, by assignment, all right, title and interest in and to the ‘D938

patent. The inventors of the ‘D938 patent —James V. Mischel, I r. and Patrick Erickson ~ assigned

their rights in the ‘D938 patent to Electric Mirror. A certified copy of the assignment is provided

as Appendix P.

58. A certified copy of the ‘D938 patent has been submitted as Appendix M. A

certified copy of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office file history for the ‘D938 patent is

submitted with this Complaint as Appendix N. A copy of each technical reference mentioned in

the file history is submitted with this Complaint as Appendix O.

59. There are no licenses of the ‘D938 patent.

60. There are no foreign counterparts to the ‘D938 patent; specifically, no foreign

patents issued or foreign patent applications pending, filed, abandoned, withdrawn or rejected

corresponding to the ‘D938 patent.

61. The ‘D938 patent, as a general description and Without limitation, describes a

lighted mirror product in which the reflective surface of the mirror has a region made of a

translucent or frosted portion that is near the perimeter of the mirror’s surface and, around the

translucent or frosted region, is a further perimeter of another material —such as another reflective
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surface. In summary, the ‘D938 patent concerns a lighted mirror product having a decorative

perimeter.

E. The ‘D671 Patent

62. United States Design Patent No. D579,67l is entitled “Mirror” and issued on

November 4, 2008. The ‘D671 patent expires on November 4, 2022, and is based on U.S. Patent

Application No. 29/258,428 filed April 22, 2006. See Exh. 5.

63. Electric Mirror owns, by assignment, all right, title and interest in and to the ‘D67l

patent. The inventor of the ‘D671 patent —James V. Mischel, Jr. —assigned his rights in the

‘D671 patent to Electric Mirror. A certified copy of the assignment is provided as Appendix T.

64. A certified copy of the ‘D671 patent has been submitted as Appendix Q. A

certified copy of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office file history for the ‘D671 patent is

submitted with this Complaint as Appendix R. A copy of each technical reference mentioned in

the file history is submitted with this Complaint as Appendix S.

65. There are no licenses of the ‘D671 patent.

66. There are no foreign counterparts to the ‘D671 patent; specifically, no foreign

patents issued or foreign patent applications pending, filed, abandoned, withdrawn or rejected

corresponding to the ‘D671 patent.

67. The ‘D671 patent, as a general description and without limitation, describes a

lighted mirror product in which the reflective surface of the mirror has two side edges and,

proximate each side edge, is a translucent or frosted portion. In summary, the ‘D671 patent

concems a lighted mirror product having decorative side edges.
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V. RESPONDENTS’ UNLAWFUL AND UNFAIR ACTS UNDER § 1337

A. Infringement of the ‘414 Patent

68. Adaptations’ Accused Products are sold for importation into the United States,

imported into the United States and/or sold after importation in the United States, and infringe

independent claims 1 and 11 of the ‘414 patent and dependent claims 2, 3, 5-6, 12-13 and 15-17

of the ‘414 patent. A claim chart that applies independent claims 1 and ll to a representative

Aptations’ “Sergena” lighted mirror product is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 20 with

accompanying photographs of the product. Aptations’ Accused Products are made in China and

imported, sold for importation and/or sold after importation into the United States, by or for at

least Aptations.

69. Foundation’s Accused Products are sold for importation into the United States,

imported into the United States and/or sold after importation in the United States, and infringe

independent claims 1 and 11 of the ‘414 patent and dependent claims 2, 5-6, 9-10, 12 and 15-18

of the ‘414 patent. A claim chart that applies independent claims 1 and ll to a representative

Foundation lighted mirror product is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 21 with accompanying

photographs of the product. Foundation’s Accused Products are made in China and imported,

sold for importation and/or sold after importation into the United States, by or for at least

Foundation.

70. Lumidesign’s Accused Products are sold for importation into the United States,

imported into the United States and/or sold after importation in the United States, and infiinge

independent claims 1 and ll of the ‘414 patent and dependent claims 2, 4-6, 8-10, 12-13 and l5

l8 of the ‘414 patent. A claim chart that applies independent claims l and ll to a representative

Lumidesign lighted mirror product is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 22 with accompanying
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photographs of the product. Lumidesign’s Accused Products are made in Canada and imported,

sold for importation and/or sold after importation into the United States by or for at least

Lumidesign.

71. Majestic’s Accused Products are sold for importation into the United States,

imported into the United States and/or sold after importation in the United States, and infringe

independent claims 1 and ll of the ‘4l4 patent and dependent claims 2, 5-6, 9-10, 12-13 and 15

18 of the ‘4l4 patent. A claim chart that applies independent claims 1 and 11 to a representative

Majestic lighted mirror product is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 23 with accompanying

photographs of the product. Majestic’s Accused Products are made in China and imported, sold

for importation and/or sold after importation into the United States by or for at least Majestic.

72. Project Light’s Accused Products are sold for importation into the United States,

imported into the United States and/or sold after importation in the United States, and infringe

independent claims 1 and ll of the ‘4l4 patent and dependent claims 2, 5-6, 9-10, 12 and 15-18

of the ‘4l4 patent. A claim chart that applies independent claims 1 and ll to a representative

Project Light lighted mirror product is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 24 with

accompanying photographs of the product. Project Light’s Accused Products are made in China

and imported, sold for importation and/or sold after importation into the United States by or for

at least Project Light.

73. The Respondents identified in paragraphs 68-72 actively induce others, including

distributors and end-users who possess, demonstrate, sell or use the Accused Products, to commit

direct infringement of claims 1 and ll of the ‘4l4 patent, as well as the identified claims

dependent therefrom. The Respondents know or should have known of the ‘4l4 patent, yet have

acted either intentionally or with willful blindness to its existence since (a) at least the filing of
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this Complaint in March 2017, when it was concurrently served on Respondents, or (b) at least

September 2015, when Electric Mirror sent letters to the Respondents (except possibly Aptations)

that provided each with knowledge of the ‘414 patent by referencing the page on Electric Mirror’s

website where information is published about the ‘414 patent and its relevance to lighted mirror

products.

74. Respondents contribute to the infringement by others of claims 1 and ll of the

‘414 patent and the above-identified claims dependent therefrom, including distributors and end

users who possess, demonstrate, sell or use the Accused Products identified in paragraphs 68-72

above. Respondents contribute to such infringement, at least by providing to such distributors

and end-users, the Accused Products or components thereof which are specially made or adapted

for use in an infringement of these claims and are not staple articles of commerce suitable for

substantial non-infringing use. On information and belief, as discussed in the prior paragraph,

Respondents had knowledge of or acted with willful blindness to the fact that the Accused

Products or components thereof are specially made or adapted for use to infringe the ‘414 patent

and are not staple articles of commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use.

B. Infringement of the ‘260 Patent

75. Majestic’s Accused Products are sold for importation into the United States,

imported into the United States and/or sold after importation in the United States, and infringe

independent claims 1 and 8 of the ‘260 patent and dependent claims 2-5, 7, 9-l2 and l4-l7 of the

‘260 patent. A claim chart that applies independent claims l and 8 to a representative Majestic

lighted mirror product is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 25 with accompanying

photographs of the product. Majestic’s Accused Products are made in China and imported, sold

for importation and/or sold after impoitation into the United States by or for at least Majestic.
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76. Project Light’s Accused Products are sold for importation into the United States,

imported into the United States and/or sold after importation in the United States, and infringe

independent claims l and 8 of the ‘260 patent and dependent claims 2-3, 7, 9-10 and 14-17 of the

‘260 patent. A claim chart that applies independent claims 1 and 8 to a representative Project

Light lighted mirror product is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 26 with accompanying

photographs of the product. Project Light’s Accused Products are made in China and imported,

sold for importation and/or sold after importation into the United States by or for at least Project

Light.

77. The Respondents identified in paragraphs 75-76 actively induce others, including

distributors and end-users who possess, demonstrate, sell or use the Accused Products, to commit

direct infringement of claims l and 8 the ‘260 patent, as well as the identified claims dependent

therefrom. The Respondents know or should have known of the ‘260patent, yet have acted either

intentionally or with willful blindness to its existence since (a) at least the filing of this Complaint

in March 2017, when it was concurrently served on Respondents, or (b) at least September 2015,

when Electric Mirror sent letters to the Respondents identified in paragraphs 75-76 that provided

each with knowledge of the ‘260 patent by referencing the page on Electric Miiror’s website

where information is published about the ‘260 patent and its relevance to lighted mirror products.

78. Respondents contribute to the infringement by others of claims 1 and 8 of the ‘260

patent and the above-identified claims dependent therefrom, including distributors and end-users

who possess, demonstrate, sell or use the Accused Products identified in paragraphs 75-76 above.

Respondents contribute to such infringement by providing to such distributors and end-users the

Accused Products or components thereof, which are specially made or adapted for use in an

infringement of these claims and are not staple articles of commerce suitable for substantial non
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infringing use. As discussed in the immediate prior paragraph, Respondents had knowledge

and/or acted with willful blindness to the fact that the Accused Products or components thereof

are specially made or adapted for use to infringe the ‘260 patent and are not staple articles of

commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use.

C. Infringement of the ‘668Patent

79. Majestic’s Accused Products are sold for importation into the United States,

imported into the United States and/or sold after importation in the United States, and infringe

independent claims l and 14 of the ‘668 patent and dependent claims 2-6, 8 and l5-16 of the ‘668

patent. A claim chart that applies independent claims 1and l4 to a representative Majestic lighted

mirror product is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 2'7with accompanying photographs of the

product. Majestic’s Accused Products are made in China and imported, sold for importation

and/or sold after importation into the United States by or for at least Majestic.

80. Majestic actively induces others, including distributors and end-users who

possess, demonstrate, sell or use the Accused Products, to commit direct infringement of claims

l and 14 the ‘668 patent, as well as the above-identified claims dependent therefrom. Majestic

knows or should have known of the ‘668 patent, yet has acted either intentionally or with willful

blindness to its existence since (a) at least the filing of this Complaint in March 2017, when it

was concurrently served on Respondents, or (b) at least September 2015, when Electric Mirror

sent Majestic a letter that provided it with knowledge of the ‘668 patent by referencing the page

on Electric Mirror’s website where information is published about the ‘668 patent and its

relevance to lighted mirror products.

81. Majestic contributes to the infringement by others of claims 1 and l4 of the ‘668

patent and the above-identified claims dependent therefrom, including distributors and end-users
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who possess, demonstrate, sell or use the Accused Products identified in paragraph 79 above.

Majestic contributes to such infringement by providing to such distributors and end-users, the

Accused Products or components thereof, which are specially made or adapted for use in an

infringement of these claims and are not staple articles of commerce suitable for substantial non

infringing use. As discussed in the preceding paragraph, Majestic had knowledge and/or acted

with willful blindness to the fact that the Accused Products or components thereof arc specially

made or adapted for use to infringe the ‘668 patent and are not staple articles of commerce

suitable for substantial non-infringing use. h

D. Infringement of the ‘D938Patent

82. Aptations’ Accused Products are sold for importation into the United States,

imported into the United States and/or sold after importation in the United States, and infringe

the claimed design of the ‘D938 patent. A claim chart that applies the claimed design to a

representative Aptations “Sergena” lighted mirror product is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit

28 with accompanying photographs of the product. Aptations’ Accused Products are made in

China and imported, sold for importation and/or sold after importation into the United States by

or for at least Aptations.

83. Foundation’s Accused Products are sold for importation into the United States,

imported into the United States and/or sold after importation in the United States, and infringe

the claimed design of the ‘D938 patent. A claim chart that applies the claimed design to a

representative Foundation lighted mirror product is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 29 with

accompanying photographs of the product. Foundation’s Accused Products are made in China

and imported, sold for importation and/or sold after importation into the United States by or for

at least Foundation.
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84. Lumidesign’s Accused Products are sold for importation into the United States,

imported into the United States and/or sold after importation in the United States, and infringe

the claimed design of the ‘D938 patent. A claim chart that applies the claimed design to a

representative Lumidesign lighted mirror product is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 30 with

accompanying photographs of the product. Lumidesign’s Accused Products are made in Canada

and imported, sold for importation and/or sold after importation into the United States by or for

at least Lumidesign.

85. Majestic’s Accused Products are sold for importation into the United States,

imported into the United States and/or sold after importation in the United States, and infringe

the claimed design of the ‘D938 patent. A claim chart that applies the claimed design to a

representative Majestic lighted mirror product is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 31 with

accompanying photographs of the product. Majestic’s Accused Products are made in China and

imported, sold for importation and/or sold after importation into the United States by or for at

least Majestic.

86. Project Light’s Accused Products are sold for importation into the United States,

imported into the United States and/or sold after importation in the United States, and infringe

the claimed design of the ‘D938 patent. A claim chart that applies the claimed design to a

representative Project Light lighted mirror product is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 32

with accompanying photographs of the product. Project Light’s Accused Products are made in

China and imported, sold for importation and/or sold after importation into the United States by

or for at least Project Light.

87. The Respondents identified in paragraphs 82-86 actively induce others, including

distributors and end-users who possess, demonstrate, sell or use the Accused Products, to commit
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direct infringement of the claimed design of the ‘D938 patent. The Respondents know or should

have known of the ‘D938 patent, yet have acted either intentionally or with willful blindness to

its existence since (a) at least the filing of this Complaint in March 2017, when it was concurrently

sewed on Respondents, or (b) at least September 2015, when Electric Mirror sent letters to the

Respondents (except possibly Aptations) that provided each with knowledge of the ‘D938 patent

by referencing the page on Electric Mirror’s website Where information is published about the

‘D938 patent and its relevance to lighted mirror products.

88. Respondents contribute to the infringement by others of the claimed design of the

‘D938 patent, including distributors and end-users who possess, demonstrate, sell or use the

Accused Products identified in paragraphs 82-86 above. Respondents contribute to such

infringement, by providing to such distributors and end-users the Accused Products or

components thereof, which are specially made or adapted for use in an infringement of these

claims and are not staple articles of commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use. As

discussed in the preceding paragraph, Respondents had knowledge and/or acted with willful

blindness to the fact that the Accused Products or components thereof are specially made or

adapted for use to infringe the ‘D938 patent and are not staple articles of commerce suitable for

substantial non-infringing use.

E. Infringement of the ‘D671Patent

89. Foundation’s Accused Products are sold for importation into the United States,

imported into the United States and/or sold after importation in the United States, and infringe

the claimed design of the ‘D671 patent. A claim chart that applies the claimed design to a

representative Foundation lighted mirror product is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 33 with

accompanying photographs of the product. F0undation’s Accused Products are made in China
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and imported, sold for importation and/or sold after importation into the United States by or for

at least Foundation.

90. Lumidesign’s Accused Products are sold for importation into the United States,

imported into the United States and/or sold after importation in the United States, and infringe

the claimed design of the ‘D671 patent. A claim chart that applies the claimed design to a

representative Lumidesign lighted mirror product is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 34 with

accompanying photographs of the product. Lumidesign’s Accused Products are made in Canada

and imported, sold for importation and/or sold after importation into the United States by or for

at least Lumidesign.

91. Majestic’s Accused Products are sold for importation into the United States,

imported into the United States and/or sold after importation in the United States, and infringe

the claimed design of the ‘D671 patent. A claim chart that applies the claimed design to a

representative Majestic lighted mirror product is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 35 with

accompanying photographs of the product. Majestic’s Accused Products are made in China and

imported, sold for importation and/or sold after importation into the United States by or for at

least Majestic.

92. The Respondents identified in paragraphs 89-91 actively induce others, including

distributors and end-users who possess, demonstrate, sell or use the Accused Products, to commit

direct infringement of the claimed design of the ‘D671 patent. The Respondents know or should

have known of the ‘D671 patent, yet have acted either intentionally or with willful blindness to

its existence since (a) at least the filing of this Complaint in March 2017, when it was concurrently

served on Respondents, or (b) at least September 2015, when Electric Mirror sent letters to the

Respondents identified in paragraphs 89-91 that provided each with knowledge of the ‘D671
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patent by referencing the page on Electric l\/lirror’swebsite where information is published about

the ‘D671 patent and its relevance to lighted mirror products.

93. Respondents contribute to the infringement by others of the claimed design of the

‘D671 patent, including distributors and end-users who possess, demonstrate, sell or use the

Accused Products identified in paragraphs 89-91‘ above. Respondents contribute to such

infringement, by providing to such dist11'butors and end-users the Accused Products or

components thereof, which are specially made or adapted for use in an infringement of these

claims and are not staple articles of commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use. On

information and belief, as discussed in the preceding paragraph, Respondents had knowledge

and/or acted with willful blindness to the fact that the Accused Products or components thereof

are specially made or adapted for use to infringe the ‘D671 patent and are not staple articles of

commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use.

F. Summary of Infringement by Respondents

94. The following table summarizes, by patent and respondent, the claims that each

Respondent has, on information and belief, infringed with respect to its Accused Products

(independent claims are in bold font):

U.S. U.S. U.S. U.S.

Patent Patent Patent Patent
’ ’ 7,805,260 7,559,668 D704,938 D579,67l

1, 2-3, 5-6,

Aptations 11’ 1%?’ 15' \/ '

1, 2, 5-6, 9

Foundation 10’1 1, 12, \/ \/ t
15-18
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g 1, 2, 4-6, 8
Lvmidesign 10,11, 12, \/ 1/

14-18

1,2, 5-6, 9- 1 2 5 7 8 1, 2-6, 8,
M31655-C 10,11,12-13, 9j12 14117’ 14 and15- \/ \/

15-18 ’ 16

1, 2, 5-6 
’9 1 2 3 8

Project Light 10, 11,12, 9-‘H; ’1Z’17’
15-18 ’ ‘

VI. SPECIFIC INSTANCES OF UNFAIR IMPORTATION AND SALE

A. Aptations

95. Aptations is engaged in distributing, importing into the United States and

marketing lighted mirrors and components thereof made in China that infringe one or more of the

Asserted Patents; Aptations is responsible for at least the manufacture of infringing lighted

mirrors and components thereof in China, and is actively engaged in shipping and distributing

these products in the United States; and, absent the remedy requested in this Complaint, Aptations

is and will continue importing, selling for importation and/or selling within the United States

after importation lighted mirrors and components thereof that infringe one or more of the Assetted

Patents in violation of Section 337.

96. Electric Mirror purchased in the United States a sample of an Adaptions’

“Sergena” lighted mirror; see Exh. 36, Huffman Declaration, 1l3 and Huffman Attachment

(hereafter “Att.") A —Invoice, dated July 21, 2016.

97. Adaptation’s “Sergena” mirror, as delivered to Electric Mirror in Washington

State, was in a box bearing the printed legend “MADE IN CHINA”; see Exh. 37 —Photograph

of Aptations’ “Sergena” lighted mirror box; see Exh. 36, Huffman Declaration, 114.

98. The installation instructions Provided with the “Sergena” mirror include the

notation “Made in China”; see Exh. 38 —Installation Instructions for Classic Back-Lit Mirror,
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and Exh. 36, Huffman Declaration, 115. The installation instructions are also available on

Aptations’ website at https://wwwaptations.com/products/?col1ection=sergena. In addition,

labels affixed to the chassis of the Adaptations lighted mirror product include the statement

“Made in China”; Id, at 116.

B. Foundation

99. Foundation is engaged in distributing, importing into the United States and

marketing lighted mirrors and components thereof made in China that infringe one or more of the

Asserted Patents; Foundation is responsible for at least the manufacture of infringing lighted

mirrors and components thereof in China, and is actively engaged in shipping and distributing

these products in the United States; and, absent the remedy requested in this Complaint,

Foundation is and will continue importing, selling for importation and/or selling within the

United States afier importation lighted mirrors and components thereof that infringe one or more

of the Asserted Patents in violation of Section 337.

100. On information and belief, Electric Mirror competed with Foundation in 2014 to

sell lighted mirrors to the Choctaw Casino Resort, 4216 S. Highway 69/75, Durant, OK 74701;

see Exh. 39 — Info Sheet on Choctaw Casino Resort — Durant

(https://WWW.choctawcasinos.com/desitnations/#/list). Foundation won the sale and its lighted

mirror products were installed at the Resort; see Exh. 40, Mischel Declaration, 113. In 2016, an

Electric Mirror employee visited the hotel, inspected and photographed one of the Foundation

lighted mirrors that had been installed; see Exh. 41, Nellis Declaration, 114.Those photographs

are used in the claim charts for the ‘414 and ‘D938 patents, Exhs. 21 and 29.

101. Foundation attended the 2016 Hospitality Design Exposition & Conference (“HD

Expo”) held in Las Vegas, NV on May 4-6, 2016; see Exh. 42 —Press releases announcing the
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2016 HD Expo Show. Foundation, on its Facebook page, published a notice that it was attending

tl1e2016 HD Expo and invited visitors to stop by their booth, #27248; see Exh. 43 —Facebook

Posting by Foundation. An Electric Mirror employee visited Foundation’s booth and took the

photograph of a Foundation product, which was used in Exh. 33, the claim chart for the ‘D671

patent; see Exh. 44 —Photograph of Foundation’s booth at the 2016 HD Expo Show; see, also

Exh. 40, Mischel Declaration, 11114-6.

102. Electric Mirror, beginning in March 2016, negotiated to purchase samples from

Foundation of certain lighted mirror products, the “Lozano” and “Westgate” backlit mirrors,

which are among the Accused Products in this Complaint as described in Paragraph 33, above.

As part of these negotiations, Foundation in April 2016 provided estimates for shipping its

products; see, Exh. 36, Huffman Declaration, {[7and Huffman Att. E —Freight Estimates #1078

1079 from Foundation, dated April 5, 2016. The estimates state that the products would be sent

“direct to customer [in the United States] from Foundation China Factory”. A more recent

estimate, received in March 2017, reiterates that the backlit mirrors Wouldbe sent direct to the

U.S. customer “from Foundation China Factory”; see Exh. 36, Huffman Declaration, 117and

Huffman Att. E ~ Freight Estimates #1078-1079 from Foundation, dated March 1, 2017.

103. The language used by Foundation in its shipping estimates supports the conclusion

that its Accused Products found in the United States ~ such as the mirrors identified in Paragraphs

100 and 101, above, that Were found in Oklahoma and Nevada —are imported from a factory in

China. That conclusion is consistent the opinion of Mr. Mischel, the CEO of Electric Mirror,

who has substantial experience concerning lighted mirror products and their manufacture; see

Exh. 40, Mischel Declaration, W9-10.
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C. Lumidesign

104. Lumidesign is engaged in distributing, importing into the United States and

marketing lighted mirrors and components thereof made in Canada that infringe one or more of

the Asserted Patents; Lumidesign is responsible for at least the manufacture of infringing lighted

mirrors and components thereof in Canada, and is actively engaged in shipping and distributing

these products in the United States; and, absent the remedy requested in this Complaint,

Lumidesign is and will continue importing, selling for importation and/or selling within the

United States after importation lighted mirrors and components thereof that infringe one or more

of the Asserted Patents in violation of Section 337.

105. Electric Mirror purchased in the United States samples of Lumidesign’s “Jen” and

“Kelly” back-lit mirrors; see Exh. 36, Huffinan Declaration, 118and Huffman Att. F —Invoice,

dated September 8, 2016. The invoice, Whichwas issued by Lumidesign in Canada, provides for

shipment of both samples to a Redmond, Washington address. The invoice also bears the legend

“MADE IN CANADA”. Id.

106. Accompanying the shipment of the Jen and Kelly back-lit mirrors from

Lumidesign was a Certificate of Origin issued by the Depart of the Treasury, United States

Customs Service; see Exh. 36, Huffman Declaration, 119and Huffman Att. G —Certificate of

Origin dated September 23, 2016. The Certificate states that the Country of Origin for the lighted

mirror product samples is Canada. Id.

D. Majestic

107. Majestic is engaged in distributing, importing into the United States and marketing

lighted mirrors and components thereof made iniChina that infringe one or more of the Asserted

Patents; Majestic is responsible for at least the manufacture of infringing lighted mirrors and
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components thereof in China, and is actively engaged in shipping and distributing these products

in the United States; and, absent the remedy requested in this Complaint, Majestic is and will

continue importing, selling for importation and/or selling within the United States after

importation lighted mirrors and components thereof that infringe one or more of the Asserted

Patents in violation of Section 337.

108. Electric Mirror purchased in the United States samples of Majestic’s “Berkeley”

and “Strand” back-lit mirrors. See Exh. 36, Huffman Declaration, W10-1 land Huffman Atts. I

and J —Invoices; and Exh. 40, Mischel Declaration 1l7. f

109. The “Strand” mirror, as delivered to Electric Mirror in Washington State, was in

a box bearing the printed legend “MADE IN CHINA”; see Exh. 45 —Photograph of box from

Majestic’s “Strand” lighted mirror. The “Berkeley” mirror, as delivered to Electric Mirror in

Washington state, was in another box that also bore the printed legend “MADE IN CHINA”; see

Exh. 46 —Photograph of box from Majestic’s “Berkeley” lighted mirror. See, also, Exh. 40,

Mischel Declaration, 117and Exh. 36, Huffman Declaration, 1112.

llO. Majestic, on its Website, posts an announcement concerning a facility located in

HuiZhou City, Guangdong, China, which Majestic states is manufacturing and warehousing

backlit mirrors; see http://www.maiesticmirror.com/maiestic-mirror-frame-opens-new-state-of

the-art-manufacturing-facilitv-and-warehouse/, a copy of which is provided as Exh. 47.

l 11. On infomiation and belief, Electric Mirror competed with Majestic to sell lighted

mirrors to the San Francisco Marriott Marquis, 780 Mission Street, San Francisco, CA 94103;

see Exh. 40, Mischel Declaration, f[8;and Exh. 48 ~ Info Sheet on San Francisco Marriott Marquis

(http ://WWw.marriott.c0m/hotels/travel/ sfodt-san-francisco-marriott-1narquis/ ?scid=bb 1a189a

fec3-4d19-a255-54ba596febe2). Majestic won the sale and its lighted mirror products were
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installed at the hotel; see Exh. 40, Mischel Declaration, j[8. In 2016, an Electric Mirror employee

visited the hotel, and inspected and photographed one of the Majestic lighted mirrors that was

installed; see Exh. 41, Nellis Declaration, 118.Those photographs are used in the claim chart for

the ‘D671 patent, Exh. 35.

E. Project Light

112. Project Light is engaged in distributing, importing into the United States and

marketing lighted mirrors and components thereof made in China that infringe one or more of the

Asseited Patents; Project Light is responsible for at least the manufacture of infringing lighted

mirrors and components thereof in China, and is actively engaged in shipping and distributing

these products in the United States; and, absent the remedy requested in this Complaint, Project

Light is and will continue importing, selling for importation and/or selling within the United

States after importation lighted mirrors and components thereof that infringe one or more of the

Asserted Patents in violation of Section 337.

113. Electric Mirror, beginning in March 2016, negotiated to purchase samples from

Project Light of various mirror products, including lighted mirrors that are among the Accused

Products in this Complaint; see Paragraph 36, and Exh. 36, Huffman Declaration, 1113and

Huffman Att. M —Email exchange with Project Light. As part of the negotiations for the

purchase, Project Light provided a list of locations where its lighted mirrors had already been

installed; see EXhA36, Huffman Declaration, 1113and Huffman Att. N —List of Lighted Mirror

Projects provided by Project Light (2016). The installations identified at the top of the list are

hotels in the Washington, DC area: “Hilton Alexandria —Old Town, VA” and “Cambria Suites

Washington DC”. Id.

114. The “Hilton Alexandria —Old Town, VA” hotel is located at 1767 King Street,
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Alexandria, VA 22314. Its Website address is http://www3.hilt0n.com/en/hotels/Virginia/hilton

alexandria-old-town-DCAOTHF/index.html. The “Cambria Suites Washington DC” hotel is

located at 899 O Street NW, Washington, DC 20001. Its website address is

hflp://www.cambriadc.com/.

115. In April 2016, an Electric Mirror employee visited both hotels, inspected and

photographed Project Light lighted mirrors that were installed. Those photographs are used in

the claim charts for the ‘414, ‘260 and ‘D938 patents (respectively, Exhs. 24, 26 and 32). See

Exh. 41, Nellis Declaration, 11115-7. 

116. Complainants, on information and belief, allege that Project Light’s lighted mirror

products, described in tl1epreceding paragraphs as being located at hotels in the United States,

were made in and imported from China. Project Light, in corresponding recently with Electric

Mirror concerning the purchase of Project Light’s lighted mirror products, confirmed this was

indeed the situation: “Our mirrors are made in China” is what Project Light wrote on February

28, 2017, in response to an email asking where their lighted mirrors were made; see Exh. 36,

Huffman Declaration, 111113and Huffman Att. M. Project Light volunteered further details,

adding that its mirror components are made in China and then sent to Stow, Ohio “for final

assembly and testing before being shipped to their final destination”; Id.

117. The conclusion —that the Project Light mirrors located in Washington, DC and

Alexandria, VA and studied for the claim charts, were imported from China —-is also supported

by the opinion of Mr. Mischel, the CEO of Electric Mirror, who has substantial experience

conceming lighted mirror products and their manufacture; see Exh. 40, Mischel Declaration, 11119

10.

118. Another instance of unfair importation into the United States of Project Light’s
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infringing lighted mirror products occurred on or about September 26, 2015. The involved

products were identified by Import Genius (wwW.importgenius.com) as having been shipped into

the United States from China; see, Exh. 36, Huffman Declaration, 111114-15and Huffman Att. O

—Excerpt from Import Genius Report.

VII. HARMONIZED TARIFF SCHEDULE INFORMATION

119. On infonnation and belief, the Accused Products are classified under at least the

following headings of the 2017 Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (Basic Edition):

v 7009, including 70099110, 7009.9l50, 7009.9210 and 7009.9250; and

v 9405, including 94051040, 9405.1060, 9405.l080, 9405.4040, 9405.4060 and

94054082 and 9405.4084.

120. These HTS numbers are intended for illustration only and are not intended to

restrict the scope of any exclusion order or other remedy ordered as a result of an investigation

regarding the acts described in this Complaint.

VIII. RELATED LITIGATION

121. Concurrent with the filing of this Complaint, Electric Mirror is filing complaints

against Lumidesign and Foundation in the United States District Court for the Southem District

of New York, alleging infringement of the ‘414, the ‘D671 and the ‘D938 patents. Concurrently,

Electric Mirror is also filing a complaint against Project Light in that same court, alleging

infringement of the ‘4l4, the ‘260 and the ‘D938 patents.

122. Concurrent with the filing of this Complaint, Electric Mirror and Kelvin are filing

a complaint against Majestic in the United States District Court for the Western District of

Washington (Seattle Division), alleging infringement of all five of the Asserted Patents.

123. On June 11, 2010, Electric Mirror filed a Complaint for Declaratory Judgment
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relating to the ‘668 patent against the entity purported to be the owner of the patent. Electric

Mirror, LLC v. Janmar Lighting, Inc., C.A.2:10-cv-00976-RSL (WD. Washington). In response

to a motion by the defendant, filed July 15,2010, the Court ruled that insufficient contacts existed

with Washington State by the defendant —a California corporation that was a non-resident of

Washington —to Warrant exercising general jurisdiction and the case was dismissed; see Order of

Dismissal, Doc. 29 (November 8, 2010). No appeal was taken of the Court’s ruling.

124. The litigation in Washington State described in the preceding paragraph occurred

prior to Kelvin acquiring ownership of the ‘668 patent and licensing it to Electric Mirror.

125. Other than the litigations identified in the preceding paragraphs, there are no

known current or past court or agency litigations involving the Asserted Patents.

IX. THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY i

126. A domestic industry, as defined by 19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(2) and (a)(3), exists with

respect to Electric Mirror’s activities in the United States that exploit the Asserted Patents, based

on its lighted mirror products that employ the patented technology and its significant investment

in plant and equipment, significant employment of labor and capital, and substantial investment

in the exploitation of the Asserted Patents through engineering and research and development.

A. Technical Prong

127. Electric Mirror makes significant and substantial investments in plant and

equipment, labor and capital, and engineering and research and development with respect to

products that are covered by one or more claims of the Asserted Patents. As explained in the

subsequent paragraphs, Electric Mirror’s relevant domestic industry products include one or more

of the following lighted mirror models: Efinity, Integrity, Momentum, Novo, Novo-4, Nuria,

Silhouette, and Trinity. Specification sheets and photographs for each of these products are
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provided as Exhs. 49-56, respectively.

128. Lighted mirror products designed, developed, manufactured and sold by Electric

Mirror practice the '4l4 patent. Claim charts, attached as Exhibits 57-60, demonstrate how at

least independent claims 1 and ll of the ‘414 patent are practiced by the following models of

Electric Mirror’s products: Etinity (see Exh. 57); Integrity (see Exh. 58); Momentum (see Exh.

59); and Trinty (see Exh. 60). The Electric Mirror products each practice claims 1-2, 4-6 and 8

18 of the ‘4l4 patent.

129. Lighted mirror products designed, developed, manufactured and sold by Electric

Mirror practice the ‘Z60patent. Claim charts, attached as Exhibits 61-66, demonstrate how at

least independent claims 1 and 8 of the ‘260 patent are practiced by the following models of

Electric Mirror’s products: Efinity (see Exh. 61); Integrity (see Exh. 62); Momentum (see Exh.

63); Novo (see Exh. 64); Novo-4 (see Exh. 65); and Silhouette (see Exh. 66). The Electric Mirror

products each practice claims 1-5, 7-12, 14 and 17 of the ‘260 patent.

130. Lighted mirror products designed, developed, manufactured and sold by Electric

Mirror practice the '668 patent. A claim chart, attached as Exhibit 67, demonstrates how at least

independent claims l and 14 of the ‘668 patent are practiced by Electric Mirror’s Silhouette

products that contain fluorescent or L5/L7 light emitting diodes (LED) light sources. The Electric

Mirror product practices claims l-6, 8 and 14-16 of the ‘668 patent.

I 131. Lighted mirror products designed, developed, manufactured and sold by Electric

Mirror practice the ‘D938 patent. A claim chart, attached as Exhibit 68, demonstrates how the

‘D938 patent is practiced by at least Electric Mirror’s Integrity products.

132. Lighted mirror products designed, developed, manufactured and sold by Electric

Mirror practice the ‘D671 patent. A claim chart, attached as Exhibit 69, demonstrates how the
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‘D671 patent is practiced by at least Electric Mirror’s Novo products. This chart is also

representative of the manner in which the ‘D671 patent covers Nuria products (depicted in Exhibit

54), which likewise are part of the technical domestic industry for this case.

133. Without waiver or limitation as to demonstrating other Electric Mirror products

practicing the Asserted Patents, the following table summarizes the patent(s) practiced by each

product:

E'e°"i° U.S.Patent U.S.Patent U.S.Patent U.S.Patent us. Patent
Mm" 7,853,414 7,805,260 7,559,668 n704,93s 1)579,671Product

4

Efinity i \/

Integrity \/ \/

4

<_

¢

Momentum

4

4

Novo

4

Novo-4

Nuria \/

Silhouette \/ \/

Trinity \/

B. Economic Prong

1. Significant Investment in Plant and Equipment

134. A domestic industry exists in the United States by virtue of Electric Mirror’s

significant investment in plant and equipment in the United States pertaining to the production,

engineering, development, testing, marketing, distribution, customer sen/ice, repair and warranty

fulfillment concerning lighted mirror products that employ and exploit the technology and

designs covered by the Asserted Patents. Details of the nature and scope of Electric Mirror’s

investments are set forth in Exh. 70, Bartlett Declaration, 1111-14and 2l_
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135. Electric Mirror maintains its headquarters and manufacturing plant in Everett,

Washington. At that facility, Electric Mirror conducts design, engineering, research,

development, manufacture, and testing for the lighted mirrors that practice the Asserted Patents,

as well as other activities —such as constructing Wooden crates for shipping purposes - that are

necessary to support its lighted mirror products; see Exh. 70, Bartlett Declaration, 11117-14.

136. All of the lighted mirror products and related components made by Electric Mirror

are manufactured on substantially the same production line in its Everett, Washington facility.

The current production line, which extensively includes modem and automated equipment, was

relocated in early 2016 to a new facility of over 120,000 square feet that today employs more

than 300 persons; see Exh. 71 - “Electric Mirror Opens New 125,000-Square-Foot Global HQ

and Production Facility to Meet Growing Demand,” Wall Street Journal (May 11, 2016). The

production facility that predated the 2016 move was also located in Washington State. See Exh.

70, Bartlett Declaration, W8-l0.

137. At its Everett, Washington facility ~ the current site, as well as the sites occupied

prior to 2016 ~ Electric Mirror engaged and engages in the manufacture of its lighted mirror

products from beginning to end. For example, it receives sheets of glass that are large mirrors,

which it cuts to appropriate sizes, etches to include desired wording or designs,'and treats (such

as through sand blasting) to provide desired translucent and frosted regions. It also receives

unfinished metal sheets that are cut, bend and interconnected to form the chassis. The wiring

harness are assembled and, together with any necessary electrical components, are attached to the

chassis. The mirror, after being provided with appropriate hanger features, is then ready to be

assembled to the chassis, even though that final step does not occur until installation of the lighted

mirror at the customer’s location. Instead, the mirror platform and chassis are quality inspected,
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individually boxed and crated, and then shipped to the intended location. See Exh. 70, Bartlett

Declaration, W11-14.

138. The manufacturing steps described above are carried out through a combination

of manual labor and automated machinery. The specific steps may differ somewhat, depending

on which model of lighted mirror is being made; however, the same production line is used (with

modifications, such as the etching steps to be carried out on the mirror) for all models of lighted

mirrors. Electric Mirror can run up to three shifts using its production line and presently has

excess capacity that could manufacture additional lighted mirror products. Id.

139. Currently, Electric Mirror’s lighted mirrors —whether intended for the U.S. market

or abroad —are all made at its Everett facility. While this was not always true in years past with

respect to certain products that did not carry the Electric Mirror brand name, that situation

changed prior to the filing of this Complaint. See Exh. 70, Bartlett Declaration, W33-34.

140. In support of its production activities, Electric Mirror has dedicated personnel and

equipment at its Everett, Washington facility, which is used in the designing of next-generation

lighted mirrors that practice the Asserted Patents. In addition to these design activities (i.e.,

research and development), Electric Mirror personnel also engage in modifying current lighted

mirror products by customizing them to meet customers’ needs and specifications. This is

engineering activity, pertaining both to sample products that will be initially used in model rooms

and to commercial products that are sold to and installed in customers’ locations, that is also

carried out at Electric Mirr0r’s Everett, Washington facility.

141. Electric Mirror has made significant investments in its headquarters and

manufacturing facilities in the United States, as described in the preceding paragraphs, that are
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dedicated to the design, research, development, manufacture, testing and distribution of lighted

mirror products covered by the Asserted Patents; see Exh. 70, Bartlett Declaration, 1[1l7-14.

142. A video of the Electric Mirror plant, including its manufacturing line, is available

on its website, wwW.electricmirror.com; see, e.g., the YouTube l video,

https://youtu.be/UCmW2U0qPrM, embedded at https://www.electricmirrorcorn/videos/.

143. In 2014, Seattle Business magazine selected Electric Mirror as Washington State’s

“Top Manufacturer”; see Exh. 72 —“Electric Mirror Wins Manufacturer of the Year (May 2,

2014). In 2016, Electric Mirror received the President’s “E” Award, which is the highest

recognition that any U.S. entity may receive for making a significant contribution to the

expansion of U.S. exports; see Exh. 73 ~ “Electric Mirror Nationally Honored With President’s

Export Award,” MarketWired section of Los Angeles’ Daily News (May 24, 2016),

2. Significant Employment of Labor and Capital

144. Electric Mirror currently employs in the United States significant labor and capital

for activities related to the production, engineering, development, manufacture, testing,

marketing, distribution, customer service and warranty fulfillment of its lighted mirror products

that employ and exploit the technology and designs covered by the Asserted Patents; see Exh. 70,

Bartlett Declaration, 111115-22.

145. Electric Mirror employs more than 300 full-time personnel at its Everett,

Washington facility, to design, produce, test and otherwise provide mirrors with internal

illumination covered by the Asserted Patents. The Bartlett Declaration provides details of the

headcount and costs relating to these personnel; see, id. Electric Mirror also employed in 2016

additional personnel on a temporary basis to meet fluctuations in product demand and to ensure

timely production of its products, including lighted mirrors covered by the Asserted Patents; see,
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id.

146. In addition to designing and producing its lighted mirror products, Electric Mirror

also has personnel at its Everett, Washington facility to construct the containers required to safely

ship its products to customers worldwide. When shipped, the lighted mirror products of Electric

Mirror are typically packaged as separate pieces: the mirror platform (which includes the

reflective mirror surface) is packaged and placed in one set of cardboard boxes, while the metal

chassis (which includes the structures for hanging the mirror platform on a wall, as well as various

electronic components, such as the ballast and wiring hamess, dimmer, controls, etc.) is packaged

and placed in a separate set of cardboard boxes; the boxes frequently are then shipped together

in a wooden crate. Other arrangements are possible depending on the involved products, quantity,

size, etc. With orders involving large quantities of lighted mirror products, more Wooden crates

are needed; further, one crate might contain only mirror platforms, Whilea separate crate contains

only chasses and related components. At its Everett facility, Electric Mirror constructs the

wooden crates used to ship their lighted mirror products and components. Details of the personnel

headcount and expenses for these activities are also provided in the Exh. 70, Bartlett Declaration,

‘H1115-21,including Bartlett Att. E.

147. Electric Mirror also employs personnel to identify, address and respond to their

customers’ warranty and repair needs. This includes personnel who, following a successful sale,

may occasionally handle installation of Electric Mirror’s lighted mirror products at the

customer’s site. Electric Mirror also provides expansive warranty protection for its lighted mirror

products and will have its personnel travel to and fix (if needed) products that have already been

installed. Electric Mirror provides significant economic benefit to the overall Puget Sound area
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in Washington State, including support of the local economy. See, generally, Exh. 70, Bartlett

Declaration, 1H[l5-23. V

3. Substantial Investment in Exploiting the Asserted Patents

l48. Electric Mirror has made, and continues to make, substantial investments in the

United States in engineering and research and development for products embodying the

inventions, technology and designs for its lighted mirror products practicing the Asserted

Patents; see Exh. 70, Bartlett Declaration, at 1[1[7-22.

149. Electric Mirror continually strives to update, improve and invent new mirror

products; see, e.g., Exh. 74 —Chair of the Future Wins Design Award; Exh. 75 —First Dimmable

Lighted Mirror TV; and Exh. 76 —Best of Boutique: Electric Mirror’s LED and TV Medicine

Cabinets. In 2014, Electric Mirror’s products Won the “I Need That in My Hotel” People’s

Choice award at the HlConnect Design show in Nashville, TN; see Exh. 77 ~ Press Release, dated

April 30, 2014.

150. In recognition of these ongoing efforts, Electric Mirror has received more than

forty patents in the United States; see Exh. 78 AAnnouncement of Patent Awarded to Electric

Mirror (July 6, 2016).

4. Pro Rata Analysis Regarding the Asserted Patents

151. As set forth in the Technical Prong portion, Section iIX.A, above, each of the

Asserted Patents, individually, is practiced by various combinations of Electric Mirror lighted

mirror models. If it is appropriate to consider multiple domestic industries —i.e., an industry for

each of the Asserted Patents, with separate economic prongs for each individual patent —a pro

rata analysis of a nature generally accepted by this Commission is contained in the Bartlett

Declaration (Exh. 70), esp. W24-32 and its accompanying Tables.
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152. In general temis, the economic prong has been analyzed by first determining the

pro rata contribution of each relevant domestic industry product by comparing sales of the

covered product to overall sales of all products made by Electric Mirror at its Everett, Washington

facility. This relative contribution determination is then applied to the economic prong analysis

provided in Paragraphs 1-22 of the Bartlett Declaration, Exh. 70. The resulting pro rata analysis

for the economic prong is detailed in Paragraphs 24-32 of the Bartlett Declaration, Exh. 70.

153. Specifically, the analysis in Paragraphs 24-32 of the Bartlett Declaration, Exh. 81,

sets forth Electric Mirror’s sales information on which apro raza calculation has been made for

particular domestic industry product(s) covered by each of the Asserted Patents, and then applied

to Electric Mirror’s overall economic domestic industry data. The following chart of the Tables

in the Bartlett Declaration, Exh. 70, indicates which table pertains to each different section of the

economic industry factors under Section 337(a)(3):

TableShowing TableShowing TableShowing Tagg
Asserted Calculation of Significant Significant R&D or
Patent Pro Rata Plant & Equipment Labor & Capital En ineerin

Allocation §1337(a)(3)(A) §1337(a)(3)(B) §133g7(a)(3)(§:)
| 15 1610 15

11 17 | 17 18

12 19 19 20 |

‘D938 13 21 21 22 |
14 23 23 24 I

U 616$°\ o\o\>
§ 0004:

154. Whether Electric Mi1"ror’sactivities are considered as a single domestic industry

or as multiple domestic industries (i.e., one corresponding, individually, to each of the Asserted

Patents), Electric Mirror’s activities satisfy § l337(a)(2) and (a)(3)(A) through (C) for each of

the Asserted Patents.
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X. REQUESTED RELIEF '

WHEREFORE, Complainants respectfully request that the United States

Intemational Trade Commission: A

A. Institute an immediate investigation, pursuant to Section 337(b)(l) of the

Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19U.S.C. § 1337, into the violation by Respondents of

Secti0n~337arising from the importation into the United States, sale for importation, and/or

sale within the United States after importation of Respondents‘ lighted mirror products and

components thereof that infringe the Asserted Patents;

B. Schedule and conduct a hearing, pursuant to Section 337(c), for purposes of

receiving evidence and hearing argument conceming whether there has been aviolation of

Section 337 and, following the hearing, determine that there has been a violation of Section

337;

C. Issue a limited exclusion order, pursuant to l9 U.S.C. § l337(d)(l), barring from

entry into the United States Respondents‘ lighted mirror products and components thereof that

infringe the Asserted Patents;

D. Issue permanent cease and desist orders, pursuant 19 U.S.C. § l337(f), directing

Respondents to cease and desist from selling for importation into the United States, importing,

selling after importation into the United States, offering’ for sale, marketing, advertising,

demonstrating, sampling, Warehousing inventory for distribution, distributing, licensing, testing,

providing technical support, use, or other related commercial activity involving Respondents‘

lighted mirror products and components thereof that infringe the Asserted Patents; and
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E. Grant all such other and further relief appropriate under the law, based upon the

facts complained of herein and as determined by the investigation.

Dated: Mflnk 2! 2'4l7
,8/tephen J. enman
Richard S. eyer
CAPITAL IP LAW GROUP PLLC
5335 Wisconsin Ave NW, Suite 440
Washington, DC 20015
Telephone: (202) 243-0599
Facsimile: (202) 686-2877
srosenman@cagiplaw.com

Counsel for Complainants
ELECTRIC MIRROR, LLC
and KELVIN 42 LLC




